ABSTRACT: The six narrations of reading in the Gospel of Luke and Acts of the Apostles reflect an oral/aural culture in which texts and traditions were routinely experienced through verbal recitation and reading. These narratives of reading also participate in ancient moral discourses that highlight the importance of the reader's character in the event of reading. When read within their cultural and narrative contexts, Luke's accounts are seen to represent reading as a practice that shapes community by virtue of the reader. This insight is of special significance to the depiction of Jesus and the people of God in Luke-Acts. These conclusions raise a number of questions for theological librarians about present-day approaches to reading and research.
Six scenes in Luke-Acts explicitly identify an encounter with a text as an act of reading; in every instance the reading is from the Jewish scriptures. 9 Unlike the many other Lukan scenes in which scripture is cited by the narrator or a character in the narrative, these scenes explicitly connect the recitation of a text to an act of reading, either by depiction of the encounter with a text, or by use of a standard Greek term for reading: anagi(g)nōskō/ 4 Roger Chartier, The Order of Books (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 994), [8] [9] . 5 The fundamental study of ancient literacy is William V. Hendrickson, 996), 08-09. 7 The ancient Greeks were not incapable of silent reading: B. M. W. Knox, "Silent Reading in Antiquity," Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies 9 (968): 4, 45. Cf. F. Gilliard, "More Silent Reading in Antiquity," JBL (99): 689-94. 8 Yaghjian, "Ancient Reading," 07. 9 Luke 4:6, 0:6; Acts 8:8-; :7; 5:; 7:. In each of these instances, a text is explicitly present in the narrative as the object of a reader's attention, or a conventional term for reading (anagi(g)nōskō) is employed. It is notable that one-third of the thirty-three explicit references to reading (anagi( skein. The vocalized nature of these readings is evidence of their participation in a "rhetorical culture," wherein the reading and writing of manuscripts occurred in societies still dominated by the oral transmission and performance of knowledge. 0 In these Lukan scenes, reading is a performance by a reader who is present as a character within a listening group or community. These three components to the reading situation-performance, character, and community-all contribute to our understanding of the narrative function of the events of reading in Luke-Acts.
First, reading in Luke-Acts is an oral performance of the text that embodies the text in the person of the reader. Unlike silent reading, public performance identifies the voice, gestures, and other expressions of the reader with those of the character(s) in the text. This identification of the text and reader in turn collapses the distance between the hearers of the reading and the text. The characters of the text-their words, behaviors, and values-are present to the audience in the person of the reader. As Werner Kelber has observed, "spoken words . . . produce the actuality of what they refer to in the midst of the people."
As we shall see, the performance of reading in LukeActs has a twofold effect on the act of reading. First, it associates the reader's identity with the characters of the text in a way that shapes the texts (their content and interpretation) according to the reader's purposes. Second, the oral performance of the text creates an expectation in the reader and hearer that there is a character in the text to be recognized and identified with. Across the different contexts of oral reading-which vary significantly in Luke-Acts-the embodiment of the text in the reader's performance enables this identification of the character(s) in the text.
Second, the character of the reader in Luke-Acts is on display. Unlike private access to the text in our contemporary culture (in which the reader's moral qualities are hidden from view), the public performances in Luke-Acts display the reader's moral and intellectual character. To varying degrees in Luke's narrative, the disposition of the reader influences the way the text is read and interpreted. As we shall see, the relationship between characters in the text and the character of the reader/hearer is a central theme of the Lukan scenes, involving narrations of reading that participate in conventional moral discourses in the ancient world.
Third, reading signifies and shapes community in Luke-Acts. Whether involving only two people or within a large audience, ancient reading was primarily a social act that drew upon group identity through its evocation of shared knowledge and understandings. As William Shiell has observed, the ancient practice of reading "relied upon communal memory."
This ability to understand a reading, recognize it, and remember it was as much a marker of group identity as physical participation in the reading assembly. The capacity of oral reading to enact these cultural markers of identity constituted part of its definitive role in the community. Oral reading not only signaled traditional understandings (e.g., of Messiah, Law, Israel), but also reshaped these through subtle (and not so subtle) reformulations and reapplications of sacred events, characters, and locations.
Luke 4:16-30
The most detailed and thematically important scene of reading in Luke-Acts is narrated in Luke 4 as the lection by Jesus in the Nazareth synagogue. Scholars have long recognized the narrative significance of this episode for the 0 development of the Lukan themes of Jesus the prophet, the gospel to the poor, and the inclusion of the Gentiles among God's people. The passage also serves as the paradigmatic instance of reading in Luke-Acts. Jesus is characterized as a reader, who customarily performed the lection in the synagogue according to ancient Jewish practice (4:6) . In his public performance of the text from the prophet Isaiah, Jesus is further characterized as the embodiment of the character described in the prophetic text. This enactment of the text is evidenced by the reaction of the synagogue (discussed below), and also in the reading's three uses of the first-person pronoun "me" (4:8), as well as the contemporizing interpretation announced by Jesus in 4:: "Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing." 4 In this way, the first-person reading identifies Jesus with the voice of Isaiah's text (e.g., "The spirit of the Lord is upon me . . ."), and presents the character depicted in the text in the voice of the reader. The result is the implicit identification of the text's character with the person of the reader. Jesus' identity is elided with that of the character in the text through an "associative identification" of the reader's voice and that of scripture; the audience is thereby led to recognition of the text's character through the reader's oral performance.
5
From the standpoint of oral reading practices, Jesus' identification with the text demonstrates the control he exerts as the reader of the text. His oral identification with the character of the text accompanies a powerful recombination and reinterpretation of the text. First, the oral performance of the text identifies Jesus not only as the lector but also as the selector of the text. This is related to the observation by Michel de Certeau: "[The reader] invents in texts something different from what they intended . . . [The reader] combines their fragments and creates something un-known in the space organized by their capacity for allowing an indefinite plurality of meanings." 6 As de Certeau suggests, the reader's action can be intertwined with the authorial act in the selection of texts for presentation. Whether or not this selection was based on a Jewish lectionary cycle (which is doubtful), the narrative presents Jesus as the selector of the text in Isaiah, in which a creative recombination of the texts from Isaiah presents the reader's control over the "scroll of Isaiah" in the event of reading. 7 The programmatic importance of the Nazareth sermon to Luke and Acts is observed both in the commentary tradition and studies focused on the individual passage, e.g., J. Brill, 00), 05. 4 The reading of Isa 6: in Luke 4:8 presents Jesus as the "anointed" prophet of God, who proclaims the liberating actions of God on behalf of his audience. 5 The designation "associative identification" is that of Joanna Dewey, " The full extent and importance of the reader's selection and recombination of text(s) is seen in Luke 4:8, where Jesus reads from Isaiah 6:-and inserts a line from Isaiah 58:6 ("to let the oppressed go free"). 8 This interpolation has long been studied by scholars; equally lengthy is the debate over its significance for interpretation of the passage. 9 As a window into the orality of reading in the ancient world, the creative recombination of sacred text in Luke 4 suggests that reading was a selective and creative act of the reader in which the lector's choices shaped the audience's awareness and understanding of the text.
The definitive importance of the reader to the act of reading is additionally seen in Jesus' interpretation of the reading, and its influence on the synagogue audience. The authority of Jesus as reader and interpreter of the prophetic text is first displayed in Luke 4:0-:
And he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant, and sat down. The eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on him. Then he began to say to them, "Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing." All spoke well of him and were amazed at the gracious words that came from his mouth. They said, "Is not this Joseph's son?" 0 As scholars have observed, the words and actions of Jesus, as well as the audience's reaction, are evidence that Jesus is the authoritative interpreter of Scripture in Luke 4.
Additional insights are gained from attention to the dynamics of oral/aural reading in the passage, especially the references to hearing with "ears" (4:) and reading with the "mouth" (4:). Of central importance to the narrative depiction of the audience's reading is the somewhat abrupt appearance of the question about Jesus' identity in Luke 4:: "Is not this Joseph's son?" The question externalizes the narrative's focus on the internal attention and attitude of the assembled worshipers and occurs as a final, climatic event following the reading from Isaiah. In light of Jesus' reading, the question reflects back, not only on the identity of Jesus, but also on Jesus' self-identification with the voice in the "scroll of Isaiah." In this way, the narrative plot of Luke 4:6-represents recognition of Jesus as a culminating act among the hearers.
In the second half of the Nazareth pericope (4:-0), the interpretation of the reading is continued in Jesus' critique of the Nazareth audience. The identification of Jesus with the prophetic reading from Isaiah is continued in his self-designation as a "prophet" in 4:4, and in the repeated references to the missions of Hebrew prophets to Gentiles in the Elijah-Elisha narrative (4:5-7). The reading by Jesus at first elicits a very positive response to this character. Jesus' self-involving reading is initially judged by his synagogue audience to be "gracious words." This designation of Jesus' reading characterizes it as a generous reading, which communicates gifts to the hearers. Luke's use of the term "grace" (charis) to designate the words of Jesus participates in a conventional Jewish discourse concerning the graciousness of divine wisdom and its exhibition by human teachers. The practice of reading and speaking "gracious words" is repeatedly extolled in the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, as well as in the literature of Hellenistic Judaism, where "graciousness" is a quality of wise and righteous speech, in contrast to the language of the foolish and wicked, e.g., "The lips of the righteous know what is gracious (charitas), but the mouth of the wicked, what is perverse" (Prov 0:).
Elsewhere in Luke-Acts, the revelation of God's salvation is described as a "gracious word" to be received by Jewish and Gentile audiences alike (Acts 4:; Acts 0:). Viewed along with other passages in the New Testament, where followers of Jesus are instructed to speak "graciously" in a way that instructs and strengthens their hearers (Col :6, 4:6; Eph 4:9), the "gracious words" of Jesus are understood to stem from a virtuous quality of character that was extolled in the ancient world for its magnanimity, charity, and conformity to the will of God. Reading is thus narrated in Luke 4 as an act that depends upon the character of the reader for its meaning and significance.
The influence of Jesus' reading upon his Nazareth audience is evident in their multiple reactions to the reading and its interpretation in Luke 4:-0. We have already observed the positive response of amazement in 4:. More challenging is the negative response to Jesus' prophetic critique in the second half of the pericope, which raises the question: why does the synagogue respond with rage and an attempt on Jesus life in 4:8-9? The importance of this question to the nature of Jesus' reading is twofold: ) the reading from Isaiah is directly related to Jesus' critical statements in the second half of the Nazareth sermon, and ) this association of Isaiah 6 and Jesus' critique in Luke 4 reshapes the audience's identity. Jesus' series of statements about his hometown, a prophet's rejection in his hometown, and the missions of Elijah and Elisha (4:-7), are all centered upon the identity of Israel's prophets-their divine mission and their reception among God's people. At this thematic level, the characterizations of prophecy in the second half of the passage develop both the reading from "the prophet Isaiah" (4:7) and the narrative characterization of Jesus as the anointed prophet of God, who is "sent" to proclaim liberation to his people (4:8). 4 Viewed in this light, Jesus' self-identification as a prophet who is "not accepted" in Nazareth and his references to prophetic missions to Gentiles are both polemical statements that mitigate the synagogue's relationship to the "gracious" gifts previously recognized in the Sabbath lection. The reading and its exposition thus redefine the hearers as outsiders to the text. 5 In addition to foreshadowing the inclusion of the Gentiles later in the book of Acts, the references to Elijah and Elisha evoke characterizations of prophetic figures in the Jewish scriptures who routinely called for Israel's repentance. 6 In this way, despite the audience's opposition, Jesus' reading and interpretation reverse the audience's recognition of itself and of Jesus in the text, re-forming their understanding of themselves as insiders to the prophetic text and Jesus' "gracious words." The other instance of reading in the Gospel of Luke occurs at 0:7, where the Lukan term for reading (anagi(g)nōskō) appears in a narrative situation that is significantly different from the Nazareth synagogue in Luke 4. Jesus' inquiry regarding a lawyer's "reading" of the scriptures results in a recitation in which the text is not obviously present during the "reading." The audience, furthermore, appears limited to the lawyer and Jesus.
Similar to Luke 4, the oral quality of the reading/recollection of scripture empowers the reader's reorganization of the biblical text; Deuteronomy 6:5 is combined in a single reading with Leviticus 9:8-"You shall love your neighbor as yourself." 7 The spoken recitation also enables the interpretive identification of the reader with the text. This is seen in the lawyer's question regarding the reading: "Who is my neighbor?" (0:9).
Similar to Luke 4, the interpretation of scripture by Jesus is of paramount importance to the significance of the reading. Luke emphasizes Jesus' control of every aspect of the lawyer's reading, from the initial prompting to read, to the lawyer's inquiry about the meaning of the text, to Jesus' concluding instruction to the lawyer: "Go and do likewise" (Luke 0:7). Prompted by Jesus, the lawyer's reading and interpretation of the texts accurately identifies the requirements of the Law. Jesus' reinterpretation of the lawyer's reading and question then leads to the lawyer's proper recognition of the neighbor in Leviticus 9, as well as identification with this neighbor. In Luke 0, therefore, the scene of reading and interpretation highlights Jesus' interpretative authority and reorients the lawyer to the text, correcting his reading and identifying the lawyer with the neighbor who truly serves.
The character of the reader also impacts the act of reading in Luke 0. In contrast to the gracious reading by Jesus in Nazareth, the lawyer's reading of scripture in Luke 0 is the product of a selfish character: "Wanting to justify himself, he asked Jesus, 'And who is my neighbor?'" (Luke 0:9). The lawyer's question and characterization indicate his desire to read himself out of the text by demonstrating his past fulfillment of its requirements, and, perhaps, to disqualify Jesus' interpretive authority. 8 At the level of narrative plot, the negative characterization of the lawyer brings an abrupt end to his reading and interpretation; the narrative suddenly transitions to Jesus' parable. As we observed, Jesus' parable reverses the lawyer's identification with the text, with the result that the lawyer truly recognizes himself in the text, not as the character in the text who sought to qualify for God's mercy ("What shall I do to inherit eternal life," 0:5) but rather as the character who loves and shows mercy to others as a neighbor. The narrative thus demonstrates the flawed character of a reading of scripture that would "test" Jesus and focus on self-righteousness. Conversely, a reading that acknowledges the authority of Jesus' interpretation results in true understanding and virtuous action.
The redirection of the lawyer's flawed reading leads to a narrative characterization of the recipients of God's salvation that includes the outsider (viz., the Samaritan); as Fitzmyer observes, "It suggests that even a Samaritan has found the way to eternal life." 9 By contrasting the lawyer's selfish reading with the gracious mercy of the Samaritan, Jesus corrects the lawyer's reading of the Law and redefines the boundaries of who can fulfill the Law. The ethnic overtones of this reinterpretation of Leviticus 9:8 are apparent in the parable's contrast of the Samaritan with the priest and Levite (0:-). In Luke 0, therefore, the lawyer's selfish reading results in Jesus' reinterpretation and redefinition of the boundaries of God's salvation to include the Samaritan. 7 The association is traditional, seen in references to the greatest or "royal" commands in the New Testament (Mk :0-; Mt :7-9; Rom :8; Gal 5:4; James :8). As in this passages, the lawyer associates love of God with love of neighbor. Unlike all other instances of Leviticus 9:8 in the New Testament, however, the quotation of the command to love the neighbor is seamlessly connected to the imperative to love God (Deuteronomy 6:5). 8 Similarly, in other New Testament writings, a "self-justifying" disposition characterizes individuals who understand the Jewish law without adequate regard for the "justice" of Christ (Rom 0:-5; Phil :9; cf. Acts :8, Clement :4). 9 Fitzmyer, Luke, 884.
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Acts 8:28-39
The next explicit reference to the act of reading in Luke-Acts occurs in Acts 8:8-9, where the Ethiopian eunuch is three times described as reading the text of Isaiah 5 (8:8, 0, ). Here again the audience of the oral performance of reading is limited to one other person, the evangelist Philip, who overhears the eunuch's oral reading of the scripture (Acts 8:0). The eunuch's performance of the reading is best understood as a signifying act that marks him as the object of the Holy Spirit's instruction to Philip. Here the oral reading initiates Philip's instruction, not identifying the reader as the embodiment of the character of the text (as in Luke 4) but rather as the special object of the message of the text being read. This associative identification of the eunuch with the reading from Isaiah prompts Philip's probing question: "Do you understand what you are reading?" (8:0). The ensuing dialogue, including the eunuch's invitation to shared reading (8:), and his inquiry into the reference of the reading leads to Philip's proclamation of the "good news of Jesus." Philip's proclamation results in the abruptly stated and self-involving question by the eunuch: "See here is water! What is to prevent my being baptized?" (8:6). As in other instances of reading in Luke-Acts, the oral performance of the text leads both to recognition of the character described in the text and to self-identification with the text, as is evidenced by the eunuch's abrupt request to be baptized.
The character of the reader again determines the outcome of the reading in Luke 8. The eunuch exhibits the ancient virtue of hospitality, which results in Philip accompanying and guiding him to a Christological reading of Isaiah 5: "He invited Philip to get in and sit beside him" (8:). Luke's use of the term "invited" (parakaleō) to describe the eunuch's reception of Philip is a conventional marker of the ancient practice of hospitality, in which a host received the stranger or traveler for room and/or board in conformity with ancient codes for honorable behavior.
0 Hospitality was often associated with the reception of new knowledge and insight in the ancient world, and, elsewhere in Luke-Acts, the disposition for hospitality is determinative of insight into the wisdom and plan of God.
As a characteristic of reading, the eunuch's hospitality invites new insight into the meaning and significance of the text, enabling his reception of the gospel and leading to his obedient response in baptism.
Viewed within its narrative context, the Ethiopian's reading of scripture contributes to a redefinition of the Christian community in Luke-Acts. The description of the eunuch's reading occurs immediately after the expansion of the gospel to the "villages of the Samaritans" in Acts 8:5 and contributes to the thematic spread of the gospel beyond the environs of Jerusalem (8:) to Samaria (8:5) and beyond to Caesarea (8:40) , which is the furthest extent of the gospel's expansion before the explicit inclusion of the Gentiles among God's people in Acts 0-.
Viewed within this literary context, the Ethiopian's reading and reception of the gospel contributes to the extension of the gospel beyond Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria "to the uttermost parts of the earth" (Acts :8). The vocalized reading of Isaiah is the catalyst for the Ethiopian's interaction with Philip (who overhears the reading), and is also the basis for the Ethiopian's acceptance of the gospel (by virtue of his hospitality and Philip's interpretation). The performance of the reading of Isaiah 5, the Spirit's direction of Philip, and the hospitable character of the eunuch extend Christian belief and identity to the Ethiopian in a way that extends the borders of God's people to include the Jewish Diaspora in Ethiopia (which is not mentioned among the nations represented at Pentecost in Acts :9-). The baptism of the Ethiopian is therefore a geographical extension of the boundaries of the Christian community, whether or not we understand the eunuch to be a Gentile, as is often debated, and likely indeterminable. The oral performance of reading and interpretation demonstrates the capacity of the Ethiopian to share in the meanings and messages of Scripture in a way that establishes his identity as a believer in Christ, thereby redrawing the boundaries of God's community in Luke-Acts.
Acts 13:26-27
Presented as part of Paul's proclamation to the synagogue at Antioch of Pisidia (:4), the second explicit reference to the act of reading in Acts occurs in Paul's depiction of the encounter with the scriptures by the Jerusalem Jews and their leadership:
My brothers, you descendents of Abraham's family, and others who fear God, to us the message of this salvation has been sent. Because the residents of Jerusalem and their leaders did not recognize (agnoēsantes) him or the voices of the prophets that are read (anaginōskomenas) every Sabbath, they fulfilled those words by condemning him (Acts :6-7).
Like the account of Jesus in Luke 4, the practice of reading is here associated with the ritualized Sabbath lection. Unlike previous narrations of reading, however, Paul's reference to the reading of scripture does not narrate the performance of reading, only its results, including its implications for the identity of God's people.
In addition to the narrative setting in the synagogue, the account in Acts evidences the oral nature of the reading by reference to the "voices (phōnai) of the prophets." Paul's description of this reading in Acts is reminiscent of the performance of oral reading narrated in earlier passages. First, the reading of scripture should lead to recognition of the characters in scripture. Negatively in Acts :7, the Jerusalem Jews and their leaders' failure to understand the voices of the prophets is related to their failure to acknowledge Jesus in their reading of scripture. This representation of reading underscores the function of reading as a practice of recognizing the characters of the texts, especially in Jesus.
Second, the reader of scripture, here portrayed as a corporate body of Jews in Jerusalem, is identified with the characters depicted in Jewish scripture. In previous narrations of reading in Luke-Acts, this associative identification of the reader(s) with the character(s) in the text being read was a function of the embodiment of the text in the oral performance of the reading. Although this performance is not narrated in Acts , the association of the text with the audience is nevertheless evidenced in Luke's account of the "fulfillment" of the text in the Jews' reading. 4 Here the Jews' failure to recognize Jesus in the prophetic texts results, ironically, in their identification with these same texts. Although the exact nature of this association remains undefined (to what prophecies is Paul referring?), Paul states that the Jews' rejection of Jesus fulfilled the prophecies of scriptures: "They fulfilled [these words]" (Acts :7). Luke's narration of this reading thus inverts the conventional expectations for the reading in the ancient world. By failing to recognize Jesus in the Hebrew scriptures, the Jews' (mis)reading is recognized in Acts.
Finally, the practice of reading reshapes the identity of community in Acts . As we have observed, the scene of reading in Acts :7 occurs in the middle of Paul's retelling of the history of God's "people" (:5, 7, 4, ) Lukan scholarship is divided regarding the ethnic identity of the eunuch. For an overview of the debate, see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Acts of the Apostles, Anchor Bible (New York: Doubleday, 998), 40. I view the Ethiopian's ambiguous identity as a purposeful narrative characterization that signifies the liminal status of the Christian group and its ethnic identity in Acts 8-. 4 and their reactions to God's words and actions. Like the Deuteronomistic history, Paul provides a theodicy to his hearers, recounting historical cycles of divine overture and tragic human rejection.
5 Most important to the present analysis is the central role of the scene of reading in Acts :7, which is the primary example of a divine "word of salvation" sent to Abraham's "family" (:6), and its rejection by the people of God. This offer of salvation to the inhabitants of Jerusalem during the lifetime of Jesus is explicitly continued in Paul's proclamation to the Jewish people in Antioch of Pisidia, where the rejection of God's word by some Jews results in the expansion of Paul's proclamation to the Gentiles: "It was necessary that the word of God should be spoken first to you. Since you reject it and judge yourselves to be unworthy of eternal life, we are now turning to the Gentiles" (Acts :46). Among the multiple proleptic indicators of this final reversal in Acts , the scene of failed reading in Jerusalem functions as the prototypical instance of Jewish rejection of the message about Jesus-a rejection that Paul identifies as a catalyst for the expansion of God's salvation to the Gentiles. In this way the account of reading in Jerusalem and its characterization of the readers results in a narrative redefinition of the boundaries of God's people to include the Gentiles.
Acts 15:19-21
The explicit identification of the Gentiles as part of God's people and consideration of its ethical implications are the context for the next narration of reading in Acts 5:: "For in every city, for generations past, Moses has had those who proclaim him, for he has been read aloud (anaginōskomenos) every Sabbath in the synagogues." Spoken as part of James' judgment regarding the required lifestyle of Gentile Christians, this reference to reading is similar to Acts :7 in its third-person account of the oral reading and proclamation of the Jewish scriptures in the synagogue.
The meaning and significance of this passage is "notoriously obscure" due to uncertainty about what the verse's introductory "for" (gar) is meant to explain. 6 Multiple interpretations of the relationship of this verse to the preceding narrative have been advanced, all of which seek to explain how James' reference to the Sabbath readings follows from his preceding judgment that the Jerusalem council should stop "troubling" the Gentiles (5: 9) , and that the Gentiles should avoid idolatry, sexual immorality, and eating food that contains blood (5:0). 7 James' statement regarding the reading of Moses in the synagogues follows immediately after these prohibitions as the reason for the contents of the decree. The progression of the narrative is thus best understood to present the Gentile's access to the reading of Moses in the synagogue as a rationale for the limited requirements placed on Gentile Christians (circumcision is not required). When these limited requirements are recognized as part of the so-called "Noachian precepts" spelled out in Leviticus 7-8 for "proselytes and sojourners," James' appeal to reading in the synagogues at 5: is understood as an appeal to the knowledge of these prohibitions that the Gentiles would have learned through their association with the synagogue. 8 James thus argues that his requirements are acceptable and not "troubling" because they were already known to the Gentiles through encounter with the reading of the Volume , Number • June 008
Mosaic Law in the synagogues. Viewed from the standpoint of ancient reading practices, it is noteworthy that the logic of James' argument depends on the spoken broadcast of Jewish scripture in the synagogues of the ancient Mediterranean world. In addition to signaling the personification of Moses in the reading of the Law, ("[Moses] has been read aloud"), James' description of the reading appears to presume that the Gentiles will recognize themselves in the Law, viz., their status and obligations as non-Jews. As we have seen, the goal of recognizing and identifying with the characters in the text is thematic to Luke-Acts and serves as the basis for the narration of reading in Acts 5. The power of the practice of reading to reform and re-inscribe the ethnic boundaries of God's people is on full display in Acts 5. The reading of Jewish scriptures and its availability to the Gentile Christians in the synagogues warrants new requirements for the Gentiles' inclusion within the Christian community. James' claim is that the Gentiles' hearing of reading in the synagogue is a basis for the Christian community's acceptance of the Gentiles without the requirement of circumcision. In this way the act of reading reforms the Christian community by articulating a set of shared meanings (the Law of Moses) and also privileging a subset of these meanings (Leviticus 7-8) in order to reshape of the identity of the reading community.
Acts 17:11-12
The final narrative of reading in Luke-Acts occurs in the account of Paul's reading of scripture in Thessalonica and Berea in Acts 7. This passage is unique in Acts due to the author's explicit contrast of the reactions of Paul's audience in two different geographical locations: Thessalonica and Berea. In the first verses of Acts 7, Luke narrates the Thessalonican responses to Paul's "argument from the scriptures," and to his proof that "it was necessary for the Messiah to suffer and to rise from the dead." The reading and subsequent proclamation that Jesus is "the Messiah" (7:) result in the persuasion of "some" of Paul's synagogue audience, in addition to many devout Greeks and leading women. The reading and proclamation also results in the depiction of Jewish hostility and instigation of ruffians and the crowd in Thessalonica (7:5-9).
By contrast, Acts 7:-presents a synagogue readership in Berea that is much more amenable to Paul's message:
These Jews were nobler (eugenesteroi) than those in Thessalonica, for they welcomed the message very eagerly and examined (anakrinontes) the scriptures every day to see whether these things were so. Many of them therefore believed, including not a few Greek women and men of high standing (Acts 7:-).
The Bereans are here characterized as hospitable and enthusiastic in their listening to Paul, persistent in their reading of Scripture, and focused on the correspondence of Paul's proclamation to the content of their reading. All of these qualities occur in a clause that modifies Luke's initial designation of the Bereans as "more noble" (eugenesteroi), the comparative form of eugenēs, "well-born." As we shall see, the meaning of this Greek word and its use in ancient Greco-Roman and Jewish discourse is integral to understanding Luke's narrative representation of reading in Acts 7.
The Greek word eugenēs is variously translated in the standard English versions, most often as "noble" or "nobleminded." The Greek term literally means "well-born" or "of a good genos"-of a good race, class, family, or kind. The meaning and significance of the term was, however, contested throughout antiquity. The central debate was whether the term should only designate noble birth in the genealogical sense of descent from an extraordinary or THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIANSHIP An Online Journal of the American Theological Library Association Volume , Number • June 008 privileged ancestry 9 or whether the term should describe people who exhibit the extraordinary moral qualities associated with those who are genuinely well-born. 40 When indicative of a person's disposition and not genealogical descent, the attribute of eugeneia (the noun form meaning "nobility of birth") was often described in terms of moral and intellectual virtues. This association of the well-born with virtue is pithily expressed in the traditional Stoic maxim: "The virtuous person alone is well-born (eugenēs)." 4 For example, the virtue of energetic and courageous pursuit of truth was commonly attributed to eugeneia. 4 Philo in particular extols the one "well-born" who pursues and acknowledges truth despite obstacles. 4 In his treatise On Noble Birth, Philo depicts the Jewish patriarch Abraham as the epitome of the morally "wellborn" who comes to faith in God on the basis of personal virtue and not familial association. 44 Abraham's eugeneia is specifically evidenced by his enthusiastic and persistent investigation of the scriptures, his comprehension of their message, and his belief in God. 45 As Philo repeatedly observes, Abraham's example demonstrates that good birth (eugeneia) and kinship (suggeneia) with God are not solely predicated upon Jewish birth but are inclusive of non-Jews on the basis of their virtue, especially in their disposition toward the "oracles of God." 46 Philo concludes that Abraham shows that the proselyte to Judaism is as "well-born" as the Jew by virtue of his or her attitude and action toward God: "[Abraham] is the standard of nobility (eugeneia) for all proselytes, who abandoning the ignobility of strange laws and monstrous customs . . . have come to settle in a better land, in a commonwealth full of true life and vitality, with truth as its leader." 47 For Philo, therefore, God's people are identified on the basis of faith and virtue, not family genealogy or ethnic group.
As was observed above, Luke's description of the Berean's energetic reception of Paul's message and reading of the scriptures is introduced by their designation as "noble/well-born." Viewed in light of the conventional understanding of this term in the ancient world, the narration of the Bereans is seen to participate in a conventional portrayal of the noble human who is energetic in the pursuit of truth. As in other passages in Luke-Acts, the act of reading indicates the character of the reader.
The importance of this characterization in Acts 7 is also seen in its traditional claims about the superiority of social groups. As we have seen, Philo's account of eugeneia is partly focused on the legitimacy of non-Jewish claims to inclusion among the family of God. This use of eugeneia is comparable to its use by other ancient authors to make claims about the cultural legitimacy or superiority of ethnic groups. Ancient authors extolled one genos at Volume , Number • June 008 the expense of another by employing the discourse of eugeneia to legitimate the social standing of one group over another. 48 For example, Josephus describes writings of ancient historians in which claims about a group's eugeneia functioned rhetorically to flatter or debase cultural claims to superiority: "Some historians have endeavored to disgrace the nobility (eugeneia) of certain nations." 49 In light of this ancient discourse of "nobility," Luke's account of the "well-born" readers in Acts 7 is understandable as a narration of the legitimating virtue of the disciples in Berea. In contrast to the jealously dismissive Jews of Thessalonica, whom Luke associates with ruffians and mob violence (Acts 7:5), the noble Jews and Gentiles of Berea represent an honorable response to the gospel. 50 Luke's characterization of the Bereans, like Philo's account of Abraham, presents a portrait of proselytes that validates their non-Jewish ethnicity due to the virtue and "nobility" evidenced in their reading of scripture. This redefinition of God's community of believers is demonstrated by virtue of reading, and not by common descent from an ancestor. In this way, Luke redefines the identity of God's people in Acts 7 through the character of their reading.
concLusions
Unlike the enduring outcomes of many writing practices, the action of reading is an evanescent encounter that is defined by a singular and unique set of circumstances. Readings do not last for a thousand years to be unearthed in the Egyptian desert. Even the event of reading "captured" by modern recording technology is substantially changed in playback. This is attributable to the transient qualities of reading that are both internal and external to the reader-those temporal/temporary properties of mind and culture that are each time uniquely interrelated in the personal and cultural expressions of a human reader and audience.
The preceding analysis has highlighted the situational and cultural-bound nature of practices of reading in LukeActs; they are represented within different narrative settings and scenarios that reshape the content, form, and purpose of reading according to their exigencies. This diversity of reading is itself an interpretive insight into Luke's narrative that should not be flattened or homogenized in the interest of summary conclusions. We have observed intriguing differences, for example, between the readings in Luke (where Jesus is present as reader/interpreter) and Acts (where Jesus is the read/interpreted). Differences exist between readings of "prophetic" texts (e.g., Luke 4, Acts 0) and readings of "Law" (Luke 8, Acts 5). The author's hope is, therefore, that this essay will prompt further exploration of the diverse depictions of reading in Luke-Acts, as well as fuller consideration of the spectrum of the types of textual encounter that are represented in the Lukan narrative.
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Among the explicit references to reading in Luke-Acts we have repeatedly observed that the oral nature of reading, with its embodiment of the text in the voice and gestures of the reader, is of fundamental importance to the narrative representation of reading. In sum, the performance of the reader is seen to form the reading. Reading does not occur as a passive recitation in which the author's text passes directly and unaltered through the conduit 48 Josephus, B. J. .65; .87; 4.8. 49 Josephus, C. Ap. :0. 50 Similarly in Philo, the "noble" or "well-born" is contrasted with the hoi polloi and rustics of ancient society (Abr. .9; Flac. .64). 5 For example, future analysis might examine Jesus' "opening" of the scriptures in Luke 4 or Paul's recitation of Greek poetry in Acts 7. These passages were excluded from consideration because they fail either ) to explicitly narrate the reading/recitation of a text or ) to include a lexical indication of reading. of a reading event; rather, the text is refracted through the presence and purposes of the reader. 5 We have observed this at greatest length in the readers' configurations and interpretations of the text, which are included, often quite seamlessly, in the oral performances of the text. These performances are varied in Luke-Acts, but with remarkable consistency the performances result in a presentation of Jesus in the Jewish scriptures. From the reading by Jesus in Luke 4, to the interpretation by Jesus in Luke 0, to the multiple recognitions of Jesus through events of reading in Acts, the performance of reading forms the text for recognition of Jesus. This "presencing" of Jesus in the reading is a result of its oral performance, in which the reader's vocalization either occasions (e.g., Luke 0 and Acts 8) or accomplishes (e.g., Luke 4 and Acts 7) the identification of Jesus in the text. As we have seen, this often occurs through combination of reading and interpretation in the reading event. Because these readings lead to recognition of the authority or identity of Jesus, we may conclude that Luke represents reading as having a "Christological" function through its recognition of Jesus in the words of the text. Even in those instances where readers fail to recognize Jesus (Acts ) or are focused on non-prophetic texts (Acts 5), the narrative characterizes reading as recognition of God's will for the messianic community.
Second, Luke's multiple narrations of the relationship between the reading and the reader result in multiple accounts of the characteristics of readers. Luke repeatedly narrates the reader's disposition in the act of reading. From the "gracious words" of Jesus, to the hospitality of the Ethiopian eunuch, to the "nobility" of the Bereans, the character of the readers affects the character of the reading, whether this involves the reading's impact on the hearers (as in Luke 4) or on the reader him/herself (Acts 8 and 7). A similar understanding is plausibly understood to underlie James' confidence in the reading of Torah (Acts 5:) and its understanding by the Gentiles, who are identified as possessors of the Holy Spirit, "cleansed in heart by faith," and "turning to God" (5:8, 9). As we have observed, the negative dispositions of the lawyer in Luke 0 and the Jerusalem Jews in Acts display the same association of character and reading. In each of these scenes, therefore, reading functions to demonstrate the character of the reader. As we noted in the treatment of Acts 7, these characterizations of the reader in Luke-Acts serve an apologetic function, flattering and empowering the belief and the obedience formed in virtuous readers, while attributing failed readings of the scriptures to a failure of the reader's character.
Third, the setting of the synagogue is central to many of the narrations of reading in Luke-Acts, with the event of reading functioning as a model for community in Luke-Acts. The practice of reading indicates not only the present character of God's people but also represents what God wills them to be. As we have seen, from Luke 4 to Acts 7, the recognition of the divine will through reading can take different forms-e.g., prophetic critique, parabolic example, didactic instruction, and hermeneutical inquiry-but this recognition always impacts the ethnic identity of God's people and the expansion of this identity according to the insight given by God's prophets (including Jesus) and the direction given by God's Spirit. In this way, Luke's narrations of reading function to reform and transform God's community, especially the community's self-definition.
The community of readers is also represented in less formal settings in narrations of the reading shared by two persons in dialogue (Luke 0 and Acts 8). Both of these scenes share the characteristics observed in the synagogue (viz., focus on a reading that is orally performed and interpreted by a reader in a responsive encounter). These less formal scenes differ from the synagogue narratives not only in the number of reading participants but also in
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VIrtuous readIng
What constitutes an excellent reader or researcher? The proliferation of scholarly and non-scholarly information sources on the web and the rise of social forms of computing have made it increasingly difficult (and passé) to provide all-encompassing rules for effective evaluation of information resources. Is Wikipedia in or out? If a group of professors author a blog, is it a peer-reviewed source? Reasoned answers are forthcoming, but the questions highlight the increasingly complex nature of today's infosphere. One complementary approach to rule-based techniques is an "aretalogical" ethic of reading that cultivates virtuous research practices. In addition to teaching rule-based techniques for reading and research, how might librarians cultivate research practices that are rooted in virtues, like those observed in Luke-Acts: generosity (as an impetus to citing sources and avoiding plagiarism), hospitality (as honorable reception of the unfamiliar book), and nobility (as eager and persistent effort to evaluate a website and to judge "whether these things are so" [Acts 7:])? This is character development that theological librarians are well positioned to cultivate in the seedbeds of theological bibliography and research. 
